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Karel Capek is the most important, most versatile, but also the
most neglected Czech writer in the twentieth century. His plays
RUR and From the Life of Insects created a sensation in London
in the 1920s; his word robot was introduced into the Oxford
English Dictionary while his other plays as well as novels, short
stories, essays, and travelogues followed in English translations
in quick succession until cultural links were broken off by the
war. Because of his liberal, anti-war views Capek s works were
blacklisted by the Nazis occupying his homeland, as well as later
by the communists. Presenting a study of all genres Capek used,
BRB s book pays the debt history owes to Capek. Both as a writer
and as a journalist, Capek sought the truth: in the
epistemological sense, how we acquire knowledge; in the moral
one, how we apply it to our behaviour. Recognizing great
differences between individuals, Capek recommends tolerance
and mutual trust as the best way towards the improvement of
democratic human relations. His philosophical trilogy Hordubal,
Meteor and An Ordinary Life -- is the best artistic...
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Reviews
It becomes an incredible book that we actually have possibly study. It really is rally exciting throgh studying period of
time. I am very easily could get a satisfaction of reading through a written book.
-- Gia nni Hoppe
A really awesome pdf with perfect and lucid reasons. It is actually rally fascinating throgh reading period of time. Your
lifestyle period will probably be transform as soon as you total looking over this ebook.
-- Alfor d K ihn
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